Fan hello,
Mah shalomchah-How are you?

You understand perfectly well that when taking on the “status quo” one first and foremost has to be practical.

Gold last trading at US$929.50 and the Diamond Invention has yet to collapse along with all members of the US Federal Reserve resigning in shame; the same with the entire so nauseatingly hypocritical, anarchist US Congress.

You are also not alone in understanding, again perfectly well, that it is one thing to talk about De Beers being the allocator of the world’s resources even if you are like most so very talkative westerners, fully unaware that De Beers and the rest of their cronies made up of private banks, owns and has owned the US Federal Reserve since its formation in 1913, one year prior to the outbreak of World Oil War I, and some 11 odd years following the murderous victory of the American financed Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902; and since you are, I assume, Chinese aware of the importance of those same American private banks, led by J.P. Morgan and Co., who also with the US Congress’ approval provided all the seed capital for De Beers, financed the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900.

But it is another thing “al-to-get-her” [sic] to have worked for De Beers at the very highest levels here on United States soil let alone witnessed firsthand back in 1980 the price fixing of cut gem quality diamonds between Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc., DeBeers’ principal price fixing, money laundering and intelligence gathering operation on U.S. soil, and Martin Rapaport of the Rapaport Report, De Beers’ fixed price sheet for the entire world’s diamond-money laundering industry which you, like the Feds, like the Mossad, like Israeli Military Intelligence, like the CIA et al all understand perfectly well is all conducted on U.S. soil just to make certain folks like the United States Justice Department, the US Treasury and never to forget who “butters their bread”.

Boring me as much as intellectual midgets such as Torrey Pines High School teacher Lars Trupe is having to repeat the same old boring stuff, time and again, as you may surely understand is most necessary for the brain dead-brain washed, mostly US westerners, born and bred throughout the western controlled world under the hilariously arcane Bell Shaped curve educational system where it is the most average “money, me” no art cultured imbeciles, the biggest imbeciles of course coming out of our Ivy League Universities as well as Oxford and Cambridge University who rise to the top as you would expect from simply following the geometry of the BS curve, where these mostly so very ugly looking fatsos get to enjoy not only all their own hot air but the when stamping down on those spread thin at the bottom, are also, given how “full of themselves” they are, not fully aware of those being squeezed to a pulp excreting, in the process of being so bloodily butchered when not being starved to death, their airborne particles of feces.

You would not only agree that dying of thirst is the most awful torturous death but being provided clean drinking water is the most important human right.
Look how very quickly you have forgotten why the ruling power elite who had access to the biggest guns which didn’t mean they had any taste in art, specifically fine art oil paintings, began at the same time, remember we are talking about the turn of the last century, to murder classical art oil painting teaching in favor of “no gauge” modern art monies without us BS educated BS western educated nincompoops able to figure out the awesome art cultured Chinese peoples whose “living to learn” art culture predates by some 3,000 odd years the birth of Christ, invented paper money, which has not prevented these so mindful, hard working-hard playing so family oriented peoples, the Jews of the Orient,

despite not being able to convince the American financed mercenaries of the 1900 invasion of China to adapt the awesome merit driven art culture of the 5,000 odd year, these so very aware-ALERT Chinese peoples now some 1.5 billion odd strong, from continuing to set the scholastic levels wherever they travel including when staying home in China.

Don’t you love reminding yourself of San Diego State History of fine arts educated Michael of Michael and Joey fame telling me over the phone the other week,

“That’s good. Let’s leave China to take care of China!”

I think it is time we replaced the relatively small frame on my wife’s timeless most beautiful portrait painted by master painter Sebastian Capella with a much bigger one given the size of this portrait which I believe measures 54 inches wide by 84 inches in height.
So very brilliantly did Sebastian portray the look in Pypeetoe’s eyes who did much more than adore and watch meticulously closely each and every one of walkin-talkin-work-of-art Marie’s moves
as he also let those with “negative energy” pulsating through bones and veins know exactly what he thought of them, “Ugh!”; so very smart, so soft to the touch, our adorable Pypeetoe, so very missed, but with us as is God, every moment alongside.

There is this one white looking boat that keeps going back and forth in front of our cliff house here perched above the ever crumbling bluffs of De Beers real estate owned Del Mar, and so please excuse me as I interrupt your thoughts to wave, “hello”.

Were my communications yesterday to Social Sciences/Art/History high school teacher Lars Trupe of famous Torrey Pines High School crystal clear in explaining as well this very wordy person’s now extraordinary “deafening silence”; bearing in mind how LArts also prided himself right at the end of his 456 word, so detailed with dates and places around the world he has visited, “I am many things, but silent is not one of them.”?
You think the 1,000 or so highly educated Peruvian guides along with their very strong porters leading mostly foreigners along the 5 day, 4 night hike of the Andes in to Machu Picchu, can’t wait for Mr. Trupe to return?

How much more time do you need before I begin to focus "sum" [sic] of my positive energies on you?

Of course, I still assume you are interested in getting the truth out.

You can begin by sharing my communications immediately with those 6,700 signatories if only to provide them with a healthy dose of the truth, that which does not change.

May I suggest you begin by sharing with them this heavily broadcasted email I sent earlier to Gretchen Steidle Wallace, click HERE as well as this email below which I sent just prior to a very beautiful lady friend of mine who has a 5 month old baby girl, Caroline Jane.

When you have the time I would like you to look at what I sent this friend of mine Valerie in England earlier today since I believe that contained therein is enough of a “thread” to have you, even if you don’t agree with me on everything I say, to expand your business very significantly just by inviting your clients to one of my “uplifting” seminar-workshops that I have been doing at no charge, and these “free bees” have very little to do with the fact that I don’t want to be bothered with having to take the time out to deposit checks into my bank account; moreover, to those very dangerous high powered “Money Power” people with of course so much time on their hands to plot all the different ways of “tripping me up” and at least equal in importance, have known me much longer than you, beginning with the fact that for the first 4 decades or so of my life I was extraordinarily “mindful”, speaking very little, although when I had something to say, those around me who were smart paid great attention to the little I said as I “led by example”, the fact that I haven’t made a penny to speak of in the past decade plus is extraordinarily “unnerving” especially right now as these very corrupt people have finally figured out, and of course far too late, the “method to my madness” given how they, who only know about thinking each and every moment when not trying to get laid about making money ended up convincing themselves that I had to be “nuts” not to take advantage of the knowledge-information I had about how the “real world” works and not only be like them, making tons of money but to be making far greater sums of money; again these “money, me” folks, while having plenty of time to talk about being so very philosophical when mumbling amongst themselves about all the ills of the world and how such evil human beings all come about, without of course considering themselves “part of the problem”, and the rest of the time so very charitable with their ill-gotten gains, have always assumed that if I wasn’t making far greater sums of money than them, then I had to be stark raving nuts which of course had them increasingly paying less and less attention to me all the while there was this digitized record of them not only receiving my communications but every so often communicating back.

From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2008 8:24 AM PT
To: VAL COSTER
Cc: rest; Lars Trupe; Devin Standard; Augusto Benito Vargis; Tefo
Dearest Val,

I haven’t sent you anything directly in the past several days but you could have been blind copied in one or more of the heavily broadcasted emails contained in the hyperlinks below?


These are very important times for all of us armed with the knowledge I am sharing. My “enemies” while “large” are not only quantifiable to the very last name but they are increasingly paralyzed and I have yet to call on help from G-d/God who again, I know versus believes guides me every step of the way although for example when making love to Marie my mind is not allowed to wander much given again how very distracting she is.

There are a lot of fun things going on around me, moreover beauty that I simply cannot describe including how well Marie described her interaction with our 94 young friend Gene Requa yesterday who she visited with to make some changes to an art studio we hope to have built at our stone home/cabin up in the mountains. Here is a man who has led the fullest of lives busy, busy, busy from the crack of dawn to when he goes to sleep at night and even then he says he barely sleeps, just thinking of all the things he still has to do like taking care of his vegetable garden and painting this door and that cabinet all the while taking care of his wolf and other peoples dogs who are not well cared for which is his priority.

My priority encompasses a little bigger picture but Gene “constantly being in the picture” no different to you is what gives me the “bigger picture”. 
When you consider that I have no secretarial help to assist in responding to all the so very few emails I receive these days you wonder only how I would manage if I were to get just a handful more emails than the handful I get but enough to not only “keep me busy” but each one “tells a story” and moreover even when I am not on the computer my exponentially increasing “footprint” is paralyzing to all the future ants I am stepping on with great delight.

Note that my adversaries are failing to even call upon the Mossad to send out an assassination unit to “deal with me”, let alone so fearful of asking God to do their “dirty work”.

You would agree that all the evidence suggests that G-d is one most extraordinary genius to have chosen a time like this really screw with screwballs minds, knowing as you know that the mind is the first indicator of the supernatural.

There is a need to be light on one’s feet but this is not the time to step lightly on selfish bastards, and again without calling on God’s help or anyone else’s for that matter I think you would agree I am doing pretty well having not only survived this long but in pretty good shape when compared to the millions being brutally butchered each and every year for taking on folks nowhere close in both money and military power as the DAAC who I assume need no introduction, the same with The IT and Co.

Praying for me of course helps just like keeping me informed of what concerns you but there is nothing quite like “action”, getting everyone you know to visit just3ants.com and why not get some business cards made up that simply say Information rEVOLUTION and remember it is all “Our Revolution”.

The back and forth between myself and this sociology/history teacher Mr. Trupe who teaches at Torrey Pine high school here in Del Mar, TP still considered one of the top high schools in the entire United States, should be forwarded to every teacher, professor and parent in the world, wouldn’t you agree?

You understand Mr. Trupe as well as every one of his colleagues as well as every school board in the entire world has to deal in “real time” with figuring out not only my next move but each of their own, again in “real time”, no one knowing for certain who is reading my writings and exactly when but each one knowing for certain that not only does my extraordinary large footprint continue to grow exponentially on the internet that they cannot control but they are contributing with what they write me and fail to write to everyone inevitably reading my very clear and increasingly easy to understand communications that has those “playing dumb” increasingly anxious and it shows on their faces;
and again they have to be increasingly worried about God given how well I continue to do as they “hide out”, miserable as hell.

That “$ hit list” [sic] is just one of my “smart moves” but it is not the only one; and again I have yet to call upon God to continue exercising His-Her vengeance on those slimeballs as G-d knows best which of course is why I don’t bother for Her-His intervention, given all the proof any logically person would have, certainly by this time.

Ps – you will note that when I responded last evening to Devin as Marie and I prepared the most delicious light and healthy meal, I made no mention of his decision to ignore my suggestion that he waste no time in meeting with George W. Bush who of course doesn’t need Devin trooping on the carpet of the Oval Office to make any of my points that I know versus believe Mr. Bush is not only fully briefed but understands perfectly well which of course doesn’t excuse Devin in the least; on the contrary, Devin now has to deal with the reality of not only having wasted time talking to some nincompoop internet advertising guy but each person he now deals with going forward is going to view him with that much less credibility for wasting my time with such nonsense; bearing in mind that Devin has enough time on his hands to have simply brought me a very easy to understand deal but instead he chose to use “nice words” to explain the increasing moosh in his head that of course could go away if he chose to do the right thing and the smart thing which is also the right thing and simply met with Mr. Bush versus facing the increasing prospects that he is going to be viewed more of a “problem” than a “solution”.

Now of course our very excellent tasking meal made up of mostly asparagus sautéed in a little butter and mustard, tomatoes, fresh mozzarella cheese, avocado with of course a touch of first pressed olive oil and balsamic vinegar was vegetarian since I think it not only contributes to my hair not falling out but of course much more importantly the most vigorous, the most healthy sex life which of course is the most important thing for people our age when not singularly focused on bringing down each and every crook while uplifting all the children of the world to empower the parents who need the most help, that in turn contributes to staying in shape and only needing about 2 hours deep sleep a night leaving enough time in the day to take care of the very important distracting chores all part of the game of bringing down the crooks and having the greatest sex life.

Would you know if there is some sort of registry containing the names and email addresses of each and every cleric in the world beginning of course with Jewish rabbis followed by Roman Catholic priests still promoting overpopulation and poverty throughout the world who have not yet heard of me or thought much about God already unleashing
Her-His vengeance on these beasts of human beings who have so usurped their limited authority?

The surf is beginning to pick up but I hear Marie stirring just a little so I think I will just surprise her with breakfast, of course in bed.

Now thinking of our precious, smooth as silk Pypeetoe as the so invigorating commuter train heading south towards San Diego passes by.

Standby for my follow to Shunit and President Bush.

[Word count 1372]

From: VAL COSTER
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2008 1:25 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Cc: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: my emails?

Hi Gary
Just checking youre ok as no mail for last 4 days, hope you recieved mine ith other lawyes emails.
Just worry as with the work you do sure you step on alot of toes and make not a few enemies!
Love Valerie

I didn’t think you would mind if I shared your writings with a whole bunch of my friends around the world including China.

BTW, do you know anyone on just3ants’ "$ hit list" [Sic]?

Who would you like to see added?

By The Way, would you prefer to be carbon or blind copied on a communication I plan to commence - after first sending in an overnight package to Carline Jane a handful, actually 5 grains of gold bullion - with a man by the name of Benjamin Rain from Ghana who is being sponsored by an American Hispanic gentleman, Sergio who struggles financially but still manages to sponsor Benjamin for the last 3 years. Benjamin’s parents and brother were killed in the Second Liberian Civil War. Sergio is helping with Benjamin’s schooling to work with computers and sends him supplies and clothing once a month.

和 - Peace-Shalom-Paix,

Gary S. Gevisser

[Word count 3209]

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2008 8:16 PM
To: fyang1@binghamton.edu
Cc: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: From the author of Ban Tibet Independence Movement and All Related Protests

Fan,

I respect someone that is willing to stand up and stand tall for truth.

Have you had a chance to check out www.just3ants.com?

I am a computer programmer myself, and while doing consulting work in early 2001, I met a Jewish South African named Gary S. Gevisser. I didn’t know much about his
background at the time but what I did know was he had been working as a consultant with one of the most successful class action litigators on a case against Revlon. His role was basically following the money trail, and using public documents, he was able to examine their accounting and operations and find how they were manipulating their bookkeeping.

What I didn't know at the time was that during the early 1980s he was employed by De Beers Anglo-American which you may or may not know controls both the industrial and consumer diamond markets which allows them to artificial control the value of their product by limiting supply in the market. Because of familial connections within the De Beers Anglo-American Cartel, Gary was giving a very senior and trusted position and obtained intimate knowledge about the De Beers price fixing operations.

There is a very interesting non-fiction novel called THE DIAMOND INVENTION (see link below). Very early on, the non-fiction novel explains how through heavy marketing, De Beers was able to change 1500 years of Japanese culture of having never used diamonds in their courtship; after 13 years they were able to convert 60% of the marriages to using diamonds. All of it done with clever marketing exploiting the image of Western "culture" and instilling an emotional value with their diamond currency.

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/prologue.htm

So you are asking what does this have to do with China?

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9F0CE3DD123AF93AA25752C1A965958260

Above is an article about De Beers making its move into the Chinese market. Which as you know has been a Jade culture for more than 5000 years.

This culture change is not nearly as damaging as what happens once De Beers is able to enter a financial market.

Are you familiar with the Sherman Act or Anti-trust laws (aka anti-monopoly)?

Once any entity dominates a market that is in demand, they have the ability to set the price of their product, which then allows them to buy up anything and everything in addition to being able to enter any industry and price out their competition.

In addition to creating their own currency, they are able to control markets that rely on industrial diamonds such as oil and mass production of anything steel (i.e. the industrial military complex). Their Diamond Currency is untraceable and light weight which makes it the currency of choice for funding civil wars and other transactions such as money laundering. And also makes it easy to corrupt governments.

Below is a really good PBS Documentary Called Diamond Empire and it explains many of the main points from THE DIAMOND INVENTION novel.

http://quicksilverscreen.com/watch?video=44585
I believe once you get a grasp on the power of Diamond Currency, you will see how our crossing of paths was no coincidence.

I hope this finds you well,

和 - Peace

Adam

P.S. There is much more to Gary’s history including familial roots within the Jewish Underground.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: fyang1@binghamton.edu [mailto:fyang1@binghamton.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2008 11:02 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Subject: RE: From the author of Ban Tibet Independence Movement and All Related Protests 

Unfortunately, I cleaned up my emails a few days ago. I'll write this again. Here's a little about myself. 

I lived first 15 years of my life in Beijing, China. Then I moved to US for 8 years. I'm currently a college student majoring in Computer Engineering. I have to say for my age, I've been to quite a few places. I've been exposed to both Chinese and western propaganda to tell what information I should look for in the news. (In fact since few years ago, I stopped watching the Chinese state ran media all together, because there was just too much propaganda to extract any useful information. )However, what really irritates me is that western media contains way more propaganda, or distorted facts than one would expected. The worst part is, western public believes it.

Many people criticize the Chinese government including me on certain issues. But to promote Tibet Independence is not a attack on the government, but China's sovereignty. No Chinese would ever allow such things to happen. I'm sure you are aware of the recent pro-China protests in London, Paris and Toronto. Have you ever heard something like this before? Chinese people abroad actually participate in political gathering and support China. I'm just trying to do my part.

Thank you, 
Fan Yang

----- Original message ----- 
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 16:47:24 -0700 
From: "Adam L Tucker" <adam@just3ants.com> 
Subject: RE: From the author of Ban Tibet Independence Movement and All Related Protests 
To: <fyang1@binghamton.edu> 

Fan,
I was surprised to not get a reply to my previous email. Are you more interested in getting attention or making a change?

Once again I will remind you that I have a close colleague that is in the position to greatly improve the awareness of reality of the Tibetan uprising as well as having very powerful contacts.

It is one thing to feign interest for attention, but when an opportunity is overlooked, one has to question your true intentions.

Please tell me why it is that you have personally chosen to allocate your time to cause?

Thank you for your time,
Adam L Tucker

-----Original Message-----
From: fyang1@binghamton.edu [mailto:fyang1@binghamton.edu]
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 8:36 AM
To: greatestyang@yahoo.com
Subject: From the author of Ban Tibet Independence Movement and All Related Protests

Hello:

First of all, I would like to thank all of you for your support. I've cleaned up the petition and we are at 6700 signatures as of now. It clearly shows the community's position on this issue. To further improve western awareness of the truth of Tibet, I am making a website with unbiased information. If you do not wish to receive email regarding this petition or this upcoming website, you can email me back and I'll remove you from the list, or simply just mark this email as spam.

I'm a college student, so I have some free time, but limited. If anyone could help me to gather information, please email me back. Here's a breakdown of my plan. Please tell me which part you could help and how much. Any amount of help is welcomed. Otherwise, I will do everything myself, which is much slower.

The main objective is to educated western public on Chinese issues that often gets twisted by western media. The first will be Tibet issue.

Information Gathering:
1. Photos and Videos on the Internet: Must have accurate descriptions and solid references.
3. Tibet history: Books and Internet. Must be from unbiased authors and have solid references.
4. Interviews: Existing interviews from people with first hand knowledge of Tibet.

Distribution:
1. Website: Information will be compressed into concise statements to attract reader's attention immediately. Then references are given if readers want to further investigate the issue.

   The site will be in English (since I only know Chinese and English) unless some volunteers can translate it into other languages.
   
   The site will be publicized through varies forums and by words of mouth from Chinese living abroad.

2. Campus: Once the site received some publicity, we can start some campaigns in campuses across the world. After all, students usually are open to opposing ideas.

3. Maybe certain media coverage if the campaigns are successful.

   This is my current plan for Tibet issue. To be honest, Tibet issue is relatively simple. Once the research is done. I will move on to research other controversial issues such as Taiwan and Tiananmen Square. They tend to be twisted by western media to fit their own agenda as well.

Thank you for reading and your support,

Fan Yang